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In 2020, the sudden transition to a distributed workforce 

accelerated many agencies’ modernization efforts — and 

also created new vulnerabilities. Under the federal “cloud 

smart” strategy, agencies are building a multi-layered defense 

system, with protections at the data, network and physical 

infrastructure layers.

But experts say cybersecurity is about more than just 

building in barriers. When it comes to successful 

implementation, one of government’s greatest challenges is to 

align zero trust principles with end-user needs.

As agencies continue to build up their hybrid cloud 

environments, harmonizing security with mission 

requirements will be top of mind. 

Harmonizing Secure Cloud Adoption

Katherine MacPhail, Staff Writer

From the writer’s desk
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A R T I C L E

Hybrid Cloud Improves Data Management But Presents New Security Risks
CISA said moving to hybrid cloud also reduces cybersecurity complexity.
B Y  N I K K I  H E N D E R S O N
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Principles of Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM)
This framework provides organizations a continuous process of securing their cloud environment.
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Modernizing Cyber Defenses in the Cloud 
Directives around zero trust require new approaches to cloud and hybrid-cloud environments.

David Chou, Director of Cloud Capabilities, Leidos

A R T I C L E

CBP Modernization Strategy Prioritizes Cybersecurity, Customer Experience
CBP CIO Sonny Bhagowalia said cyber threats have increased by 225% and require improved response.
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Shifting from on-premise IT 

infrastructure to hybrid cloud 

solutions comes with new 

security risks but also new security and 

data management benefits, according 

to the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 

Security Agency (CISA).

Grant Dasher, identity and cloud 

engineer with the Office of the 

Technical Director for Cybersecurity at 

CISA, said the agency leverages multiple 

cloud capabilities for data analytics.   

“We also work closely with the 

private sector organizations on cyber 

information-sharing so we have systems 

that leverage the benefits of cloud and also the benefits of premise 

technologies in a hybrid fashion to combine all those data sets and try to make 

them helpful for our mission,” Dasher said during a FedInsider webinar.

Dasher believes agencies can reap many security benefits through hybrid 

cloud applications.

“Concretely, the cloud services — that managed service characteristic of it, 

and the ability of the provider to 

scalably patch their infrastructure, in 

many cases, up to the compute and 

storage layers that you depend on 

without you having to take any action 

— that is a huge cybersecurity benefit,” 

Dasher said during the webinar.  “Just 

to reduce the complexity around 

patching and vulnerability 

management — now obviously it’s not 

reduced to zero, agencies still have to 

do those activities in some cases — but 

the burden sharing is quite different.”  

Data management and network 

security look different in on-premise 

infrastructure versus the cloud.    

“The cloud is a programmable surface area. The infrastructure is 

programmable and creates new security risks, but also opportunities for 

increasing things like immutable workloads,” Dasher said. “It’s such a radical 

shift that it requires fundamentally different approaches, and in other cases 

just adjustments. But in general, if cloud is done well, it can be a strength from 

Hybrid Cloud Improves Data Management But Presents New Security Risks
CISA said moving to hybrid cloud also reduces cybersecurity complexity. 

B Y  N I K K I  H E N D E R S O N
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a security point of view.”  

Common threats such as phishing attacks can harm hybrid cloud 

environments, but Dasher wants to call attention to the way organizations 

connect user identities between on-prem environments and the cloud.

“It’s important to have a team in an organization that feels they own the 

cloud platform in terms of providing capabilities out to the business, and to 

answer strategic questions like how much authority needs to be delegated into 

the business teams versus retained centrally,” Dasher said.

Dasher also feels it’s important from a security important point of view to 

make sure those governance structures are in place both organizationally and 

in technology.   

“I think focusing on that structural set of governance topics and the base 

foundational capabilities of your hybrid cloud environment, and making sure 

that you have a way for the business team to fit into that framework with the 

right level of authority given to the business that works for your organization,” 

Dasher said.  “That’s a critical maturity level that people need to work towards.”   

Dasher added, “Keeping those principles in the back of your mind as you’re 

working through your cloud journey, I think that’s critical to ending up in a 

secure state where you can leverage the security benefits of the cloud, 

especially hybrid environments.” 

Grant 
Dasher
Identity and Cloud Engineer, 
Office of the Technical 
Director for Cybersecurity, 
CISA



“The [cloud] infrastructure is 
programmable and creates new 

security risks, but also opportunities 
for increasing things like immutable 

workloads. It’s such a radical shift 
that it requires fundamentally 

different approaches, ...  
but in general, if cloud is done well, it 

can be a strength from a security 
point of view.”

—Grant Dasher, Identity and Cloud Engineer, Office of the 
Technical Director for Cybersecurity, CISA
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Principles of Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM)
This framework provides organizations a continuous process of securing their cloud environment.

CSPM  
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How is the security landscape impacting federal cloud 
modernization efforts?
  Recent executive orders to improve cybersecurity have led to a widespread push 

to migrate and modernize applications with specific requirements around zero trust 

architectures and best practices in cybersecurity. As a result, there has been an overall 

increase in the value of awarded contracts related to cloud modernization. 

 For programs that have been awarded before the directives, we’ve seen additional 

measures for modernized cloud applications to comply with the additional zero trust and 

cybersecurity requirements. We’ve also observed an increase in spend for cloud security 

solutions to help organizations meet the new mandates.

 Where do you prioritize security in the cloud buying process? 
  When evaluating cloud providers, security should be at the top of the 

priority list. The cloud operates on a shared responsibility model. Many cloud 

customers are quick to assume that the cloud providers have security 

needs met. While that is largely true, organizations also have a critical role 

in configuring how data is disseminated and accessed across the 

Modernizing Cyber 
Defenses in the Cloud

P A R T N E R  I N T E R V I E W

David Chou, Director of Cloud Capabilities, Leidos

Directives around zero trust require new approaches  
to cloud and hybrid-cloud environments.

Chou

Chou
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business as well as the security posture of their cloud modernized applications. 

When seemingly minor details and configurations are overlooked, the 

consequences can be disastrous for the mission. 

 One of the best ways to prioritize security and enable success in cloud 

migration and modernization is to establish a cloud center of excellence 

(CCoE), which will drive the development of an enterprise cloud security 

strategy and provide guidance and best practices for all applications and 

datasets within the enterprise.

 How can cloud support federal efforts to implement zero 
trust architecture?
  Zero trust’s core tenet — that implicit trust in any single component 

of a complex, interconnected system can create serious security risks — is 

fundamental to how you design, build and operate your security architecture. 

Migrating and modernizing legacy applications and systems to the cloud 

enable access to modern security controls, practices and architectures that are 

native to cloud services. Cloud provider services lower the barrier to adoption 

of zero trust capabilities. 

 Cloud migration and modernization efforts also allow federal organizations 

an opportunity to refactor and re-architect their applications to come in line 

with zero trust architectures and principles that enable these modernized 

systems to stay ahead of cyberthreats and support increases in user mobility 

and “internet of things” devices.

 What are some of the best practices for agencies to 
address and comply with recent cybersecurity directives and 
executive orders? 
  The goal of the recent cybersecurity directives and executive orders 

are to align cybersecurity initiatives and minimize future threats to national 

security by modernizing cybersecurity defenses. Consider the following when 

building out your zero trust architecture: 

            (ctd.)

Chou Chou

“One of the best ways to prioritize 
security and enable success in cloud 

migration and modernization is to 
establish a cloud center of excellence.”

—David Chou, Director of Cloud Capabilities, Leidos
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[ 1 ]
Map out your network topology and know your assets . You need to 

understand who are your users, what devices they are using, and which 
services and data they are accessing for their mission .

[ 2 ]
Focus on components that use the network . You should consider all 

networks as hostile —whether it is your local network or an unsecured public 
network .

[ 3 ]
Device identity is a cornerstone of a zero trust architecture . It is the basis for 
authentication, authorization and other security mechanisms . It should be 

possible to identify devices even if they are not connected to a network or are 
behind a NAT device . A device should also not be able to claim multiple 

identities or identities that do not belong to it . And finally, the same device 
should be able to prove its identity when connecting from different networks, 

including public networks .

[ 4 ]
Communication channels within a zero trust architecture must be secure 
and trusted . They need to protect against eavesdropping, replay attacks, 

message modification and other threats . The communication channel 
between any two devices needs to provide confidentiality, integrity and 
authenticity of messages exchanged between them . It may also need to 

support non-repudiation for certain use cases .

[ 5 ]
Zero trust architecture relies heavily on network segmentation and security 
controls between network segments . Segmentation can be implemented 

using VLANs, firewalls and other types of security controls such as IDS/IPS . It 
is important to implement these security controls in a way that protects your 

assets from both internal and external threats . 
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Customs and Border Protection 

(CBP) is embarking on an IT 

modernization strategy to 

enhance cybersecurity and improve 

customer experience for round-the-

clock, cyber-secure IT offerings.

“My job is to make sure that I can 

provide secure and reliable IT services 

and capabilities anywhere, anytime and 

at the speed of CBP’s 24/7 mission 

nationally and across the globe,” said 

Sonny Bhagowalia, who serves as CBP’s 

CIO and assistant commissioner for the 

Office of Information and Technology, at 

an FCW event.  

CBP is facing a variety of challenges as it continues to modernize IT 

operations, including increased cyber threats and border surges. In addition to 

IT modernization, the agency is driving strategic transformation to improve 

customer experience and deliver high-quality services.  

“At the end of the day, it’s really about our officers, analysts and mission 

agents in the field to make sure that we are able to provide them with 

everything that they need at their fingertips,” Bhagowalia said. “I think that is 

absolutely the key... Because the threat 

evolves every day, the mission evolves 

every day, the scale and level of 

challenges evolve every day.” 

To move to the “next level” of CBP’s 

modernization journey, the agency will 

focus on innovation and cybersecurity. 

Since 2018, the agency has seen a 225% 

increase in cyber threats. The agency 

currently experiences approximately 100 

million attempted hacks per day.   

“We still have successfully 

withstood all of that. How’s that 

possible? Well, that’s because we have 

complied with the federal mandates,” Bhagowalia said. 

CBP is accelerating transition to cloud and optimizing data center 

operations to adhere to Cloud Smart and using FISMA and NIST frameworks to 

identify, protect, detect, react and recover from potential cyberattacks. These 

efforts are driving “tactical excellence” by driving faster processing times, more 

resilient systems, additional security and more affordable solutions. 

“With that in mind, reducing application outages, faster deployments with 

capabilities, faster processing time, access to key information in real time, so 

CBP Modernization Strategy Prioritizes Cybersecurity, Customer Experience
CBP CIO Sonny Bhagowalia said cyber threats have increased by 225% and require improved response.
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we can make that decision anywhere, anytime with minimal disruption. Those 

are the kinds of things that I think we have to do and are absolutely essential to 

the mission,” Bhagowalia said.  

CBP will also focus on analyzing the threat landscape and cyberspace. 

From the intelligence gathered, CBP makes risk-based decisions and focuses 

on risk mitigation to ensure the nation’s most critical systems are secure and 

always running.  

“We also look at high risk population when looking at what are some of 

these high value assets. We have to make sure that high-value assets — these 

are the most important systems that run the mission of the country — that 

those applications are always on. They’re always working. We’re looking at 

methodologies to make sure we can provisionally keep them going,” 

Bhagowalia explained.  

CBP hopes its modernization efforts will lead to improved customer 

experience and continuous measurements of value. Moving forward, CBP will 

focus on three key measurements: improving customer satisfaction, enhancing 

cloud and security and efficient funding and acquisition.  

“The mission leads IT ... that is really key,” Bhagowalia said. “As we put all 

that together, we are putting together a very thoughtful methodical [strategy] 

but always knowing that we got to work at tactical scale.” 

Sonny 
Bhagowalia
CIO, Customs and  
Border Protection



“We have to make sure that high-
value assets — these are the most 

important systems that run the 
mission of the country — that 

those applications are always on. 
They’re always working. We’re 

looking at methodologies to 
make sure we can provisionally 

keep them going.”
—Sonny Bhagowalia, CIO, 

Customs and Border Protection
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